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I hate to admit this with a bunch of co-bloggers from the Bay Area, but I think that the
northerners have one here.

Ever since my Grandpa told me stories about dodging trolleys outside Ebbets Field, and
then took me to the Dodgers’ 1972 Oldtimers’ Day, when they retired the numbers of Jackie
Robinson, Roy Campanella, and Sandy Koufax, I’ve pretty much been hooked on the team.
For a few years in the late 90’s, I left, because they were owned by Rupert Murdoch, who is
the Prince of Darkness (or the closest equivalent). But when Murdoch sold the team, I came
back.

Perhaps not for long. The wonderful Streetsblog LA reports this not-so-wonderful story.
Apparently, Dodgers’ owner Frank McCourt:

believes it to be the city’s responsibility to help deliver people to the stadium via
public transit so he can turn a profit.That’s not exactly how he phrased it, instead
he mixed his message on last season’s Dodger Shuttle, the bus service that
moved an average of just over 700 people to and from the stadium for the second
half of the season and post season:

“The trolley has been a fantastic success,” McCourt said. “But it’s a few buses.
We need robust, muscular public transit for Dodger Stadium to be a vibrant
place. But that applies to the whole city, doesn’t it?”

Putting aside the reality that a 2008 federal law makes it difficult for agencies to
provide transit service to sports teams, the Dodgers have refused to do anything
to help the city cut the $400,000 price tag to run shuttle service for the season.
As originally reported last week at Blogdowntown, the team refused to help line
up sponsors for the shuttle, in violation of its agreement last season with the City
Council.

What garbage. Here’s a guy making millions off of baseball fans, but is apparently unwilling
to do the most minor thing to help the city and help fans get to the ballpark.

Frank, this is LA: we’ve got other things to do. And it’s not like your team has been hanging
lots of pennants recently.

McCourt probably moonlights as an AIG executive, coupling underperformance with an
astounding and grotesque sense of entitlement.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/andy-borowitz/satan-refuses-to-take-sid_b_72658.html
http://la.streetsblog.org/2009/03/20/its-official-dodgers-not-willing-to-pay-for-a-few-buses/
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I think that a couple of decades ago, the City of Oakland had it right: just seize the team via
eminent domain and leave the Masters of the Universe out of it.

http://www.4lawschool.com/property/raiders.shtml

